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ABSTRACT:
Sweden consistently ranks among the countries perceived to have the least problems with
corruption: In Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions index, Sweden ranked
number 6 in 2006, ahead of both Norway and the Netherlands. Still, a number of scandals
involving both Swedish companies and Swedish politicians have recently been reported.
Sweden´s clean image have been questioned. Still, little is known regarding on how
representative the latest media reports are. The aim of this paper is to describe in detail the
nature of corruption in Swedish local politics. We report results from a web-based survey among
local politicians and civil servants in all of Sweden´s 290 municipalities. The survey responses,
collected late in 2007, allow us to examine in detail what type of behavior that is considered
ethical in a country normally said to have no problems with corruption. Importantly, we do not
restrict attention to corruption as defined in a strict legal sense; instead we define corruption
broadly as reaping personal benefits at the expense of all inhabitants in the municipality.
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INTRODUCTION
Sweden has traditionally been described as a country where corruption is an almost nonexisting problem (cf. Heidenheimer, 1989). The perceived levels of corruption are comparatively
low as indicated by Transparency Internationals “Corruption perception index”, and Sweden has
consistently been ranked top six among the world’s least corrupt states throughout the past
decade (see www.transparency.com). But Transparency’s data only tell us something about the
relative level of corruption in Sweden vis-à-vis other countries, and nothing about the absolute
level. Theoretically, it would be very surprising if any country is completely free of corruption
problems. For this reason, it is hardly surprising that recently, a number of reasons have
emerged to doubt if Sweden really is such a clean, honest and non-corrupt country as it has
traditionally been described.
In January 2006, an analysis was presented which suggested that almost four percent of GDP in
Sweden was purchased every year by the public sector without offers, insight or public control,
hence potentially subject of some kind of corrupt activities (Svenska Dagbladet, 2006-01-20). In
the same year, the Swedish National Audit Office criticized public sector institutions for lacking
proper prerequisites to detect and prevent corruption. Shortly before this, a number of high
profile political scandals have taken place where politicians were brought to court accused for
taking bribes: the mayor of Malmö city was accused, but not convicted, while the County
governor of Jämtland was first convicted but subsequently acquitted by the appeal court.
Furthermore, academic scholars (Johansson (2004), Rothstein (2003), Andersson (2002)) as
well as professionals working with corruption issues (e.g. Ahlenius (2005b), Ahlenius (2005a),
van der Kwast interviewed in Svenska Dagbladet, 2003-05-14) have suggested that corruption
may have become a bigger problem in Sweden.
Against this background we, in an earlier paper (Erlingsson et al. (2007)) made a theoretical
case in support for the suspicion that corruption in Swedish municipalities indeed may have
become more widespread. This conclusion was reached after a review of important changes in
the institutional environment that regulates the incentive structure for individuals wishing to
engage in corrupt behaviour or abuse their power. Our analyses suggested that (a) the
possibilities to act corrupt have increased, (b) it has become more lucrative to engage oneself in
corrupt behaviour, and (c) supervision over potential corruption has worsened throughout the
past two decades. The most important changes at the Swedish local level were:
1. The prevalence of whistle blowers in public administration has traditionally been a
guarantee for a clean, honest and non-corrupt public administration. However, it seems
as if civil servants have become more reluctant to act as whistle blowers since the early
1990s. Ceteris paribus, this lowers the risk for being exposed for the random individual
engaging her- or himself in corruption. This change increases the probability for corrupt
behaviour.
2. Since the early 1990s, the municipalities have converted parts of their activities into
independent subsidiary companies. This entail less transparency and public control in
the public activity converted, moves large amount of administration of public resources
away from the freedom of access to public records and makes it harder for citizens to
appeal against decisions. This lowers the risk for being caught while engaging in

corruption within the confines of these companies. Furthermore, these reforms have
made corruption more lucrative, and have given politicians and civil servants more
occasions for abusing their office for private gain.
3. So called New Public Management-reforms, i.e. organizational experiments striving to
make the public sector more market oriented, have had a big impact in Swedish
municipalities since the early 1990s. There are reasons to expect that the process of
transferring large volumes of assets – that once were publicly owned, financed and
administered – to private hands, create opportunities for corruption, mainly because one
have not designed any adequate mechanisms for supervision for the new ways of
organizing the municipalities’ activities, but also because swift reorganizations make
roles and norms within organizations unclear.
4. The formal institution that indeed is designed to supervise financial activities within the
municipality, i.e. the municipal audit, has been a lame duck, and therefore cannot balance
the changes in the incentive-structure that have occurred since the early 1990s
described above. This is so because it lacks credibility, which in turn is because the audit
has in-built too close a connection between the auditors and those they are supposed to
audit.

This analysis, however, was mainly theoretical in character, and our point was to pave the way
for further research and encourage scholars to do thorough empirical, descriptive work to chart
the nature and extent of public corruption in the under-researched area which corruption in
Swedish municipalities in fact is.
Our goal in this present paper is empirical, i.e. to describe the attitudes towards various types of
corruption-like behaviour among local political elites in Swedish municipalities. We do this
using a web survey where local top politicians and officials are faced with 6 different scenarios,
which they may consider acceptable or unacceptable. The scenarios may or may not describe a
situation of illegal corruption, but instead describe various ways in which local elites can reap
benefits at the expense of the municipality as a whole.
While we do not claim that the answers provided to us through this survey necessarily reflect
the actual behaviour of actual politicians and officials in Swedish municipalities. We do argue,
however, that the answers reveal information about the norms and values of those who answer.
Assuming that this is correct, we find find that in general, attitudes towards corruption-like
behaviour are non-accepting. In some cases, however, attitudes are much more mixed and varies
between politicians/officials, men/women, as well as the size and income of the municipality.

THE SURVEY
The survey was web-based and sent by e-mail to individuals belonging to something we have
labelled “the local political elite”. This means that seven categories of individuals from Sweden’s
290 municipalities have received this survey: the chairman of the municipal board, the vice
chairman of the municipal board, the chairman of the municipal council, the chairman of the
municipal audit (these four categories are all politicians), the municipal manager
(“kommunchef”), the budget manager (“ekonomichef”) and the staff manager (“personalchef”).
These three categories are all high-level civil servants.
These categories are present in most but not all municipalities, and some do not have e-mail
addresses. In all, 1811 respondents actually received the survey and 933 answered, which is a
response rate of 51.5 percent.

DESCRIPTIVES
Survey answers are distributed as expected between politicians and officials, between political
parties and between men and women. The biggest party is the social democrats, followed by the
right wing party, the center party, the liberals, the christian democrats, the left and the green
party. The male dominance is slightly bigger among politicians.
About 50 percent have held their current position between 2 and 10 years, with about one
quarter less experienced and one quarter more experienced. Among officials, almost all have
tertiary education, and among politicians about a fifth have only primary and a third have only
secondary education.

THE CORRUPTION SCENARIOS
For all scenarios below, respondents were asked to report their view on the described behavior.
The alternatives given were the following:
•

Unacceptable

•

Doubtful, but unacceptable

•

Doubtful, but acceptable

•

Acceptable

•

Refrain from answering

Scenario 1.
A logging company invites the
municipal commissioner for dinner.
The municipal commissioner
accepts the invitation. Then, the
municipal commissioner is invited
by the company to go elk-hunting,
gets free lodging and a couple of
more dinners. Thereafter, the
municipal commissioner makes a
number of phone calls to friends,
who are influential civil servants;
and arranges for the hunting-party
to get an increased hunting
allotment so the group can shoot
five additional adult animals.

S c e n a r io 1 . M e n /w o m e n

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

men

50%

w omen

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
m is s in g
answ er

D o u b t f u l, b u t
u n a c c e p t a b le

A c c e p t a b le

Over 90% of both men and women perceived this behavior to be unacceptable.

Scenario 2.
Bonds of friendship develop
between an important business
man in the IT sector in a Swedish
municipality and the municipal
manager. The businessman’s ITcompany has important
contracts with the municipality.
The “kommunchef” lets the
businessman invite him/her on a
trip to an exotic destination, to a
value of about 35 000 SEK.

S c e n a r io 2 m e n /w o m e n
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

men

50%

w omen

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
m is s in g
answ er

D o u b t f u l, b u t
u n a c c e p t a b le

A c c e p t a b le

Over 80 percent of both men and women perceived this behavior to be unacceptable, with an
additional 5 percent answering that the behavior is doubtful but unacceptable. This is especially
interesting since the scenario is similar to what happened in Malmö in 200X. At the time, this
was a fairly big scandal, though none of the involved was convicted. Thus, the scenario describes
something that is most likely legal, and indeed happened in Sweden’s third biggest city. Still, 9
out of 10 report that they consider the behavior unacceptable.

Scenario 3.
A construction company
S c e n a r io 3 . M e n /w o m e n %
40%
invites top local politicians
and officials in a county to a
35%
seminar, where the
30%
construction company informs
about its business. The
25%
seminar goes on all day. Late20%
Men
morning coffee, lunch and
W omen
15%
afternoon coffee is offered. In
the evening, the participants
10%
are invited to a dinner with
5%
their husbands and wives.
Since it is important to
0%
m is s in g
D o u b t f u l, b u t
A c c e p t a b le
maintain good relations with
answ er
u n a c c e p t a b le
the business sector, the
municipal manager and the
chairman of the municipal executive board decide to go to the seminar and participate in all the
activities, and bring their husbands/wives to the dinner.

Here, results are mixed, with around two thirds answering acceptable or doubtful but
acceptable, and one third answering (doubtful but) acceptable. We can also note that compared
to women, men are more prone to accepting this behavior.

Scenario 4.
The elder care in a Swedish
municipality will procure a
new supplier of diapers. The
former producer does not get a
renewed contract, although it
sells the least expensive
product, and the workers in the
elder care facility think that
the former supplier’s products
are the best. Instead, the
products are procured from a
producer whose production
takes place in the municipality,
and who buys most of the
material for the diapers from
local suppliers.

S c e n a r io 4 m e n /w o m e n
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u n a c c e p t a b le

A c c e p t a b le

Again, a majority of about two thirds deem the behavior unacceptable. In this case, however
women are more prone than men to find the behavior acceptable.

Scenario 5.
A position as director at
intermediate level is vacant.
The staff manager’s cousin is
formally qualified for the
position, and for this reason
the personnel officer does not
advertise the position in due
order. The number of
applicants is therefore limited,
and the cousin finally gets the
position.

S c e n a r io 5 . M e n /w o m e n
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A clear majority of both men
and women answered that
this behavior is unacceptable.
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answ er

D o u b t f u l, b u t
u n a c c e p t a b le

A c c e p t a b le

Scenario 6.
A local politician is a member of the
municipal council, of the board of a
municipal company and is the vice
chairman of a committee. He/she
never reads documents, never give
comments and always vote according
to the party line. Thanks to the
assignments, he/she only has to work
half-time as a teacher, but can still
manage well financially.

S c e n a r io 6 . M e n /w o m e n %
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

men
w omen

10%

This scenario actually divides the
5%
sample: 45 percent answer
0%
(doubtful but) unacceptable, and
m is s in g
D o u b t f u l, b u t
A c c e p t a b le
around 40 percent answer the
answ er
u n a c c e p t a b le
opposite. This scenario also has the
highest share of no answers, almost 10 percent. Men are more prone than women to fins the
behavior acceptable.

WHAT DETERMINES STATED CORRUPTION-ATTITUDES?
A simple analysis of how responses vary, reveal the following:
Gender
Men are more accepting in scenario 3 and 6, while women are more accepting in scenario 4.
Income
Low-income municipalities are more prone to accept behavior in scenario 3 and 4.
Politicians-Officials
Politicians are more prone to accept scenario 3 and 4. Interestingly, politicians are less prone
than officials to accept scenario 6.
Experience
Those with less than two years in office are much less prone to accept the behavior scenario 6,
but more prone to accept behavior in scenario 3 and 4.
Size
Respondents in small municipalities are more prone to accept the behavior in Scenario 3 and 4.

Multi-variate analysis
To analyze the impact of various characteristics on attitudes towards corruption, we use an
ordered probit, to analyze systematically how answers depend on size and income, including
dummy variables for woman, official and experienced (>10 years). We also analyze how stated
norms vary between political parties.
A negative sign means less accepting of corruption-like behavior.
Effects significant at 10 percent or higher are in bold.

Scenario 1: No significant differences.
Scenario 2: Bonds of friendship develop between an important business man in the IT sector...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------q24
| Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------sex
| -.2235314
.1200236
-1.86 0.063
pol
| -.4880463
.8698891
-0.56 0.575
some_exp
| -.0989335
.1291338
-0.77 0.444
long_exp

| -.3842834

.1519017

-2.53

0.011

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.4587733
-2.192998
-.3520311

.0117105
1.216905
.1541641
-.6820052
.0865616
-1.014953
.2059292
-.4659167
.2118231
-4345307 4345296
-.9201456
2.802274
-1.589184
2.383473
-1.309591
2.272645
-1.001244
2.47544
-1.068861
2.3388
-.6941045
2.730607
-1.53e-06
1.56e-06
-.1123268
.0052539
-7.87e-06
6.85e-06

secondary
| -.610441
.2063874
-2.96 0.003
uni
| -.1270468
.172896
-0.73 0.462
mp
| -5.635426
2217031 -0.00 1.000
v
| .941064
.9496142
0.99
0.322
kd
| .3971446
1.013451
0.39
0.695
fp
| .4815272
.9138524
0.53
0.598
c
| .7370982
.8869254
0.83
0.406
m
| .6349698
.8693173
0.73
0.465
.8736671
1.17
0.244
soc
| 1.018251
folkmngd
| 1.37e-08
7.87e-07
0.02
0.986
typ
| -.0535365
.0299956
-1.78 0.074
inkomst
| -5.08e-07
3.75e-06
-0.14 0.892
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cut1 | .4828159 .8890591
(Ancillary parameters)
_cut2 | .943261
.8892564
_cut3 | 1.338465 .8911573
_cut4 | 1.523881 .8931705
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------note: 1 observation completely determined. Standard errors questionable.

Scenario 3: A construction company invites top local politicians and officials in a county to a
seminar...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------q26 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------sex
-.1494142 .0804421 -1.86 0.063 -.3070778 .0082494
pol
-.5564542 .4509086 -1.23 0.217 -1.440219 .3273103
some_exp -.0189373 .0925133 -0.20 0.838 -.2002599 .1623854
long_exp
-.3086031 .1043129 -2.96 0.003 -.5130527 -.1041535
secondary -.1238353 .1451867 -0.85 0.394 -.408396 .1607254
uni
.0338403
.1318971 0.26 0.798 -.2246734 .2923539
mp
-.9950866 1.377809 -0.72 0.470 -3.695543 1.705369
v
.9962799 .5407774 1.84 0.065 -.0636243 2.056184
kd
.3476162
.5640161 0.62 0.538 -.757835 1.453067
fp
.6496923
.4884121 1.33 0.183 -.3075778 1.606962
c
.8702168 .4642327 1.87 0.061 -.0396625 1.780096
m
.8020122 .4522364 1.77 0.076 -.0843549 1.688379
soc
.9308656 .4531564 2.05 0.040 .0426954 1.819036
folkmngd
-5.00e-07 6.07e-07 -0.82 0.410 -1.69e-06 6.90e-07
typ
.0070866
.020801
0.34 0.733 -.0336826 .0478558
inkomst
1.19e-06
2.65e-06 0.45 0.654 -4.01e-06 6.39e-06
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cut1 | -2.643133 .6671043
(Ancillary parameters)
_cut2 | -.2002027 .6260285
_cut3 | .6418573 .6260153
_cut4 | 1.660676 .6283332
_cut5 | 2.7523 .6420668
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scenario 4 The elder care in a Swedish municipality will procure a new supplier of diapers...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------q28
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------sex
.2847559
.0815991 3.49
0.000
pol
.2375869
.4185411 0.57
0.570
some_exp
-.0672171 .0941939 -0.71
0.475

[95% Conf. Intervall
.1248245
-.5827386
-.2518338

.4446872
1.057912
.1173996

long_exp
-.2708715 .1062345 -2.55
0.011 -.4790873
secondary
.0973614
.1474687 0.66
0.509 -.191672
.0857136
.1341243 0.64
0.523 -.1771652
uni
mp
-1.4116
1.371313 -1.03
0.303 -4.099323
-.3298978 .5190033 -0.64
0.525 -1.347126
v
kd
.4604644
.531043
0.87
0.386 -.5803607
fp
-.3230194 .4623828 -0.70
0.485 -1.229273
.2280223
.4312603 0.53
0.597 -.6172323
c
m
-.3219834 .4209518 -0.76
0.444 -1.147034
-.056534
.4198194 -0.13
0.893 -.879365
soc
2.03e-07
5.83e-07
0.35
0.728 -9.39e-07
folkmngd
typ
-.0232564 .0214106 -1.09
0.277 -.0652205
inkomst
-5.55e-06
2.75e-06
-2.02
0.044 -.0000109
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cut1
| -3.644753 .666598
(Ancillary parameters)
_cut2
| -1.181974 .6469956
_cut3
| -.5964353 .6463123
_cut4
| -.0331996 .6463248
_cut5
| .3258321
.6471095
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.0626558
.3863947
.3485924
1.276124
.68733
1.50129
.5832343
1.073277
.5030669
.766297
1.34e-06
.0187077
-1.60e-07

Scenario 5 A position as director at intermediate level is vacant. The staff manager’s cousin is
formally qualified...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------q30
Coef.
Sted. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf Intervall
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------0.858
-.2060543 .2473751
sex
.0206604
.1156729 0.18
pol
.6584042
.4892606 1.35
0.178
-.300529 1.617337
.1322151 0.50
0.619
-.1933337 .32494
some_exp .0658031
long_exp -.1791337 .1517927 -1.18
0.238
-.476642 .1183745
secondary -.1807547 .2006481 -0.90
0.368
-.5740177 .2125082
0.032
-.7750623 -.0359186
uni
-.4054904 .1885605 -2.15
mp
-1.696227 2.087587 -0.81
0.416
-5.787822 2.395368
v
-1.550121 .7580306 -2.04
0.041
-3.035834 -.0644087
0.046
-3.169208 -.0248086
kd
-1.597008 .8021575 -1.99
fp
-.6916994 .5522433 -1.25
0.210
-1.774076 .3906776
c
-.5008678 .5067599 -0.99
0.323
-1.494099 .4923634
0.222
-1.564358 .3630579
m
-.6006501 .4916968 -1.22
soc
-1.033021 .4944396 -2.09
0.037
-2.002105 -.0639376
folkmngd -4.77e-07
6.86e-07 -0.70
0.487
-1.82e-06 8.68e-07
0.678
-.0711639 .0463076
typ
-.0124281 .0299678 -0.41
inkomst
3.56e-06
3.72e-06 0.96
0.338
-3.73e-06 .0000109
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------2.493235 .9041918 (Ancillary parameters)
_cut1
_cut2
1.414298
.8850232
_cut3
2.009737
.8877268
_cut4
2.462553
.8925163
_cut5
2.605693
.8947301
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scenario 6 A local politician is a member of the municipal council, of the board of a municipal
company and...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------q32
Coef.
Std. Err. z
P>|z| [95% Con. Intervall]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------0.905 -.1479
.1670139
sex
.0095569 .0803366 0.12
pol
-.1976172 .4237365 -0.47
0.641 -1.028125 .632891
0.015 .0455602 .4140711
some_exp .2298156 .0940096 2.44
long_exp .3176219 .1045595 3.04
0.002 .112689 .5225548
secondary .0262067 .144729 0.18
0.856 -.2574569 .3098703
uni
-.1891499 .1322207 -1.43
0.153 -.4482978 .0699979
mp
-.4953372 1.093889 -0.45
0.651 -2.63932 1.648646
v
-.6824556 .5313033 -1.28
0.199 -1.723791 .3588797
kd
-.2086153 .5395435 -0.39
0.699 -1.266101 .8488705
fp
-.0065924 .4624206 -0.01
0.989 -.9129201 .8997353
c
-.1475337 .4373317 -0.34
0.736 -1.004688 .7096207
m
-.1678013 .425414 -0.39
0.693 -1.001597 .6659947
soc
-.2016888 .4254356 -0.47
0.635 -1.035527 .6321496
folkmngd 2.10e-06 6.00e-07 3.49
0.000 9.20e-07 3.27e-06
0.051 -.0001877 .0813721
typ
.0405922 .0208064 1.95
inkomst
4.06e-06 2.64e-06 1.54
0.124 -1.11e-06 9.24e-06
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cut1
-1.930861 .6554008 (Ancillary parameters)
_cut2
.5172915 .6234587
_cut3
.9379644 .6239475
_cut4
1.793266 .6247802
_cut5
2.383855 .6258237
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix – The survey

(TRANSLATED FROM SWEDISH TO ENGLISH)
Survey on corruption and abuse of power in Swedish municipalities

1. I am
•
•

Male
Female

2. I work in/am politically active in … (fill in the name of the municipality)
3. I am a
•
•

Civil servant
Politician

4. What party do you represent? (N.B. This question is only to be answered by politicians.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Democratic Party
Moderate party
Centre party
Liberal people’s party
Christian Democrats
Left Party
Green Party
Other party

5. My highest educational level is
•
•
•

Primary school
Secondary school
University

6. I have held my current position for
•
•
•

Less than two years
Two to ten years
More than ten years

7. How often are you, in your position as elected representative or in your duty, been offered money, or other benefits,
in order to make a decision in favour of the person/persons who has offered the benefit?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

8. Comments, if any, on the above question

9. How often do you think other politicians and civil servants in your municipality are offered money, or other
benefits, in order to make a decision in favour of the person/persons who has offered the benefit?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

10. Comments, if any, on the above question

11. How often do you think other politicians and civil servants in your municipality have actually accepted the benefit
offered to them?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

12. Comments, if any, on the above question

13. How often do you think politicians and civil servants in other municipalities are offered money, or other benefits,
in order to make a decision in favour of the person/persons who has offered such a benefit?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

14. Comments, if any, on the above question
15. How often do you think politicians and civil servants in other municipalities have actually accepted the benefit
being offered to them?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

16. Comments, if any, on the above question
17. How often have you been subject to violence, threat of violence or blackmailing, where the person exposing you,
has demanded that you, in your municipal duty/service, act in a way that you would otherwise had not?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

18. Comments, if any, on the above question
19. How often do you think politicians and civil servants in general are subject to violence, threat of violence or
blackmailing, where the person exposing them, has demanded that they, in their municipal service, act in a way that
they would otherwise had not?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never
Very rarely
Fairly rarely (not very often)
Fairly often (sometimes)
Very often
Refrain from answering

20. Comments, if any, on the above question
21. Own opinions
a. It is common that full time and part-time politicians in Swedish municipalities abuse their position of power and
trust, and bring benefits to themselves or their close ones, at the expense of the municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

b. It is common that higher civil servants in Swedish municipalities abuse their power, and bring benefits to
themselves or their close ones, at the expense of the municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

c. It is more common for full-time and part-time politicians to benefit themselves at the expense of the municipality in
other municipalities than in my municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

d. It is more common for civil servants to benefit themselves at the expense of the municipality in other municipalities
than in my municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

e. In general, public procurement functions/operates impartially in Swedish municipalities.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

f. In my municipality, the public procurement is impartial.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

g. The municipal audit is an important instrument in checking and revealing abuse of power in my municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

h. Local media coverage is an important instrument in checking and revealing abuse of power in my municipality.

i. If I wanted to, it would be easy for me to bring benefits to me or my close ones, at the expense of the municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

j. I intervene if I suspect that someone is bringing benefits to themselves or their close ones at the expense of the
municipality.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

h. It is easy to trust people in general, even if they are strangers that you have never met before.
•
•
•
•
•

Fully agree
Mostly agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
No opinion

Scenarios
We would like your position on the scenarios following below. Remember that we are not asking for what is right or
wrong in the legal sense, but what you consider to be an unethical behaviour, namely, whether the scenarios express
abuse by an elected representative/”civil service”. What is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour among municipal
politicians and civil servants?

Scenario 1.
A logging company invites the municipal commissioner for dinner. The municipal commissioner accepts the
invitation. Then, the municipal commissioner is invited by the company to go elk-hunting, gets free lodging and a
couple of more dinners. Thereafter, the municipal commissioner makes a number of phone calls to friends, who are

influential civil servants; and arranges for the hunting-party to get an increased hunting allotment so the group can
shoot five additional adult animals.

22. What is your view on this?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

23. Comments, if any, on the above question

Scenario 2.
Bonds of friendship develop between an important business man in the IT sector in a Swedish municipality and the
municipal manager. The businessman’s IT-company has important contracts with the municipality. The
“kommunchef” lets the businessman invite him/her on a trip to an exotic destination, to a value of about 35 000 SEK.

24. What is your view on this?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

25. Comments, if any, on the above question

Scenario 3.
A construction company invites top local politicians and officials in a county to a seminar, where the construction
company informs about its business. The seminar goes on all day. Late-morning coffee, lunch and afternoon coffee is
offered. In the evening, the participants are invited to a dinner with their husbands and wives. Since it is important to
maintain good relations with the business sector, the municipal manager and the chairman of the municipal executive
board decide to go to the seminar and participate in all the activities, and bring their husbands/wives to the dinner.

26. What is your view on this?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

27. Comments, if any, on the above question

Scenario 4.
The elder care in a Swedish municipality will procure a new supplier of diapers. The former producer does not get a
renewed contract, although it sells the least expensive product, and the workers in the elder care facility think that the
former supplier’s products are the best. Instead, the products are procured from a producer whose production takes
place in the municipality, and who buys most of the material for the diapers from local suppliers.
28. What is your view on this?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

29. Comments, if any, on the above question

Scenario 5.
A position as director at intermediate level is vacant. The staff manager’s cousin is formally qualified for the position,
and for this reason the personnel officer does not advertise the position in due order. The number of applicants is
therefore limited, and the cousin finally gets the position.

30. What is your view on this employment procedure/process?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

31. Comments, if any, on the above question

Scenario 6.
A local politician is a member of the municipal council, of the board of a municipal company and is the vice chairman
of a committee. He/she never reads documents, never give comments and always vote according to the party line.
Thanks to the assignments, he/she only has to work half-time as a teacher, but can still manage well financially.

32. What is your view on this?
•
•
•
•
•

Unacceptable
Doubtful, but unacceptable
Doubtful, but acceptable
Acceptable
Refrain from answering

33. Comments, if any, on the above question

34. As compared to when you started as a local politician/local government official, problems with abuse of power
have…
•

Increased significantly

•
•
•
•
•

Somewhat increased
Not changed
Somewhat decreased
Decreased significantly
Refrain from answering

35. As compared to when you started as a local politician/local government official, problems with blackmailing –
when someone tries to force a local politician/local government official to act differently than they would otherwise
have done in local politics- have…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased significantly
Somewhat increased
Not changed
Somewhat decreased
Decreased significantly
Refrain from answering
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